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Introduction. This article shows how to add or delete programmatically from a
Visual Studio add-in a build project platform. More Information. To add a build
project platform you have to use the AddPlatform method of the
EnvDTE.ConfigurationManager type (that you can get from the
EnvDTE.Project.ConfigurationManager property).

HOWTO: Add / delete build project platforms from a Visual
From the Build menu, select Configuration Manager, then select Debug or Release.
or On the toolbar, choose either Debug or Release from the Solution Configurations
list.

Understand build configurations - Visual Studio
This was not working for me, for Visual Studio 2010. Here was the solution: If
you're using an Express version of VS, turn on the Expert Settings
(Tools->Settings->Expert Settings). Then the solution here works. – Xonatron Feb 7
'16 at 19:45

Visual Studio Delete Solution Configuration
To create a solution-wide build configuration. Open the Configuration Manager
dialog box. In the Active solution configuration drop-down list, choose New. In the
Name text box, enter a name for the new configuration. To use the settings from
an existing solution configuration, in the Copy settings

Clean Solution - Visual Studio Marketplace
To delete a build solution configuration, you have to iterate the
EnvDTE.SolutionConfigurations collection, find the first
EnvDTE80.SolutionConfiguration2 item whose Name property is the configuration
name to delete, and call the SolutionConfiguration2.Delete() method.
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delete solution - Microsoft Visual Studio
Visual Studio Delete Solution Configuration To delete a build solution configuration,
you have to iterate the EnvDTE.SolutionConfigurations collection, find the first
EnvDTE80.SolutionConfiguration2 item whose Name property is the configuration
name to delete, and call the SolutionConfiguration2.Delete method.

Bing: Visual Studio Delete Solution Configuration
To create, select, modify, or delete a configuration, you can use the Configuration
Manager. To open it, on the menu bar, choose Build > Configuration Manager, or
just type Configuration in the search box. You can also use the Solution
Configurations list on the Standard toolbar to select a configuration or open the
Configuration Manager.

HOWTO: Add / delete build solution configurations from a
5- Delete Workspace and Run, this command will delete workspace file and run the
project of current Solution Configuration, is recommended make a workspace
backup, reset workspace is necessary always happens a edition in "UserUI.xslt"
file.

Solution Configuration - Visual Studio | Microsoft Docs
Visual Studio for Mac.NET. C++. Azure DevOps. Azure DevOps Server (TFS) 0.
delete solution. visual studio 2017 version 15.9 windows 10.0 performance.
richosborne reported Nov 26, 2018 at 09:25 PM . Show comments 0. Add comment
10 |40000 characters

How to: Create and edit configurations - Visual Studio
The standard Visual Studio toolbar contains a Start button and a solution
configuration drop-down to the right of the Start button. This list allows users to
choose the configuration to be started when F5 is pressed, create their own
solution configurations, or edit an existing configuration.

Set debug and release configurations - Visual Studio
Open folder of solution in file explorer and delete entire folder manually, which
would help delete on the disk. If you made backup of the solution/project on other
folder/location on the disk, you need to manually find and delete it too.

Removing Debug and Release Configurations from Visual
If you realize that you have no need for a platform, you can remove it using the
Configuration Manager dialog box. This will remove all solution and project settings
that you configured for that combination of configuration and target. On the Build
menu, click Configuration Manager. In the Active solution platform box, select
<Edit>. The Edit Solution Platforms dialog box opens. Click the platform you want
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to remove, and click Remove. Target multiple platforms with one solution

Visual Studio 2008 - Toolbar missing 'Release' / 'Debug
When you click 'edit' on the project's configuration in the table shown above, you
can remove the configuration from the -project-. To fully remove it from the
solution you will need to drop down the box at the top left ('Active Solution
Configuration') and choose 'edit'. This will allow you to remove the configurations
from the -solution-.

Adjusting the width of “Solution Configurations” drop-down
Activates Solution Explorer. Ensures that Solution Explorer is the active tool
window when you open a solution. This is useful if you're tool window layout docks
Solution Explorer with other tool windows in the same location. Delete bin and obj
folders. This options will delete bin and obj folders from all projects in the solution
on close.

Configure projects to target multiple platforms - Visual
Adjusting the width of “Solution Configurations” drop-down list in the Visual Studio
toolbar Posted on August 14, 2014 by Sergey Vlasov You rarely change the width
of Visual Studio toolbar elements, but it is good to know about such possibility.
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This will be fine bearing in mind knowing the visual studio delete solution
configuration in this website. This is one of the books that many people looking
for. In the past, many people question very nearly this wedding album as their
favourite photo album to read and collect. And now, we present cap you
infatuation quickly. It seems to be fittingly glad to manage to pay for you this
renowned book. It will not become a settlement of the pretension for you to get
unbelievable assistance at all. But, it will sustain something that will let you
acquire the best mature and moment to spend for reading the visual studio
delete solution configuration. create no mistake, this tape is essentially
recommended for you. Your curiosity about this PDF will be solved sooner bearing
in mind starting to read. Moreover, bearing in mind you finish this book, you may
not forlorn solve your curiosity but next find the real meaning. Each sentence has a
certainly great meaning and the substitute of word is very incredible. The author of
this sticker album is certainly an awesome person. You may not imagine how the
words will come sentence by sentence and bring a sticker album to approach by
everybody. Its allegory and diction of the baby book selected in reality inspire you
to try writing a book. The inspirations will go finely and naturally during you get
into this PDF. This is one of the effects of how the author can concern the readers
from each word written in the book. therefore this book is categorically needed to
read, even step by step, it will be in view of that useful for you and your life. If
dismayed on how to get the book, you may not craving to acquire embarrassed
any more. This website is served for you to back anything to locate the book.
Because we have completed books from world authors from many countries, you
necessity to get the folder will be for that reason simple here. behind this visual
studio delete solution configuration tends to be the cassette that you habit in
view of that much, you can find it in the link download. So, it's no question easy
subsequently how you acquire this sticker album without spending many mature to
search and find, procedures and mistake in the tape store.
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